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You can't keep a good app down.

Topic: 60 year old from boston, 
sure 

 

 
Post Reply

Forum Home > General Discussion > 60 year old from boston, sure 

 
zab 
Member 

Posts: 3 

 
So now that all of us old farts are around, few questions:
 
 
 
1. who the fuck are you?   
2. you need to update the ivy dependencies or include the unit tests with the 
source.  Right now the only way to build this thing is from eclipse
3. you need to run some UHCs or provide a gnutella.net
4. how are you going to maintain the hostile list w/o inspections?
5. how are you goint to keep the topology from fragmenting?
 
 
 
good luck bro
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Neo 
Member 

Posts: 13 

1) I am Neo, I'm what you would call a " youngin' ". I have resources to donate 
to this project, and I'm putting my effort foreward to jumpstart this app form 
the ground.
 
2) I agree, there should be a more platform independent (although eclipse and 
java as a whole are both platform independent, there should be a more 
makefile driven compiling process)
 
3) I am running a few UHCs right now, i'll submit a patch to add a gnutella.net 
file so that these UHCs are used as well.
 
4) Not sure, but i'm fairly certain this will happen the same way LimeWire LLC 
handled it.
 
5) Again, see above.. I believe this is also dependent on server uptime and UHC 
availability. Hopefully as this community starts growing, more server admins 
will be willing to run high quality UHCs being able to support more users from 
across the gnutella network, thus growing the network as a whole.. 
 
In the long term we shall thrive, and with more exposure across the social 
media we have today, I believe this project can get the recognition it deserves, 
and hopefully live up to and surpass its parent.
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Neo 
Member 

Posts: 13 

^^ Just wanted to add on a quick footnote, I'm running a few UHCs on my 
servers and as of right now, they are all up and running.. I uploaded a modified 
gnutella.net file here: http://gist.github.com/673904
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Meta Pirate 
Site Owner 

Posts: 14 

I was hoping you'd show up.
 
1. I didn't go to the trouble of setting up a git repo over Tor just so I could post 
my name in a forum. ;)
2. Sorry, I ripped out the unit tests to keep the size of the tarball down. I'll 
upload them at some point.
3. Bandwidth bills for UHCs will be a problem. Currently the client grabs a list of 
peers via HTTP at first run, then relies on gnutella.net in future sessions. Send 
us your email address through the contact page to discuss better solutions.
4. Infrequently... but that's better than a single party controlling the network. In 
the long term we should move to a model like Adblock where people subscribe 
to third-party lists. 
5. Why is that more of an issue now than it was before? 
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zab 
Member 

Posts: 3 

5. Why is that more of an issue now than it was before?
 
Think sudden loss of 90+% of the network nodes.
 
Can't spent any real time on this but will try to give some advice.  There are far 
more interesting places to go viral on.  My father's birthday is May 6th.
 
And my first advice is be very careful of the structure of your sentences.  
Sophistication levels can reveal your background and from that point on its a 
matter of time.   
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White Boy 
Member 

Posts: 9 

Yeah, zab is right. Just like any typos in the earlier text of a sentence where the 
words "Can't spent" make no sense at all can give you a stroke.
 
Do yourself a favor and go troll forums.vside.com instead, they need you. 
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zab 
Member 

Posts: 3 

White Boy  at 

November 13, 2010 

at 1:08 PM 

Yeah, zab is right. Just like any typos in the earlier text of a sentence 

where the words "Can't spent" make no sense at all can give you a 

stroke.

 
Do yourself a favor and go troll forums.vside.com instead, they need 

you. 

Dude.  I'm not the one trying to be anonymous here.  Also, I only troll Shareassa 
but that died long ago. 
 
Thanks for pointing out my typo.  As the thread title suggests, we are indeed 
getting old.  I saw Mark Gorton today with his kids on 77th & CPW and could 
see his gray hairs from 20 feet away.
 
Seriously, you can have as many proxies as you want but lexical analysis can 
reveal a lot about you.  Paranoia is reality in HD. 

-- 

Think in your music mind how long is forever... 
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guatrau 
Member 

Posts: 3 

3. Bandwidth bills for 
UHCs will be a problem. 
Currently the client grabs 
a list of peers via HTTP 
at first run, then relies 
on gnutella.net in future 
sessions. Send us your 
email address through the 
contact page to discuss 
better solutions.   
 
Er, if you host UHCs yourself that would be great, but is it a showstopper? 
There are several UHCs running already, let alone good old GWebCaches. 
Besides it would probably be good idea to use these GWebCaches a little bit in 
addition to UHCs to keep the network from fragmenting since old clients still 
rely on them. I'm sure you don't need an URL list, but if necessary just drop a 
word. 
 
 
4. Infrequently... but 
that's better than a 
single party controlling 
the network. In the long 
term we should move to a 
model like Adblock where 
people subscribe to third-
party lists.  
 
FrostWire already uses blacklist, and there's the list of BlueTack too (Frosty's 
blacklist is more or less derived from BlueTack's by community members if I am 
not mistaken). Hope you'll be able to us it soon, in the meantime advising users 
to install PeerBlock could be a temporary solution. 
 
 
Also, I only troll 
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Shareassa but that died 
long ago.  
 
Nope Sir, hostile third parties took over its former official site and are now 
distributing a clone of DRM infested music stores called iMesh/BearShare but 
Shareaza moved to SourceForge is still very much alive. The Wikipedia article 
has detailed information. Remember, you can't take a good app down. That 
said, don't feel compelled to go back and start trolling again please. 
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